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In this article we report findings regarding various conical intersections between consecutive pairs
of the five lowest2A8 states of the C2H molecule. We found that conical intersections exist between
each two consecutive2A8 states. We showed that except for small~high-energy! regions in
configuration space, the two lowest adiabatic states~i.e., the 12A8 and the 22A8) form a
quasi-isolated system with respect to the higher states. We also revealed the existence ofdegenerate
parabolical intersections, those with a topological~Berry! phase zero, formed by merging two
conical intersections belonging to the 32A8 and the 42A8 states, and suggested a Jahn-Teller-type
model to analyze them. Finally, we examined the possibility that the ‘‘frozen’’ locations of the
carbons can be considered as points of conical intersection. We found that the relevant two-state
topological phase is not zero nor a multiple ofp, but that surrounding both carbons yields a zero
topological phase. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389842#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When dynamical calculations are performed, the no
diabatic coupling terms~NACT! are responsible for the cou
pling between the various adiabatic states. The most cha
teristic feature of the NACTs is that they are vectors
contrast to potential energy surfaces, and that each inte
coordinate is associated with a component of the NACT
the few treatments in which NACTs were employed n
much attention was given to their spatial dependence. In
until very recently it was not clear how the various NAC
should be presented in space. A few years ago Yarkon1,2

started employing the line integral approach3–9 to look for
conical intersections~CI!; this requires determining the va
ues of the NACTs along~closed! contours. In order to calcu
late line integrals it is not necessary to know the exact p
tion of the CI@or of the parabolical intersection~PI!# but one
must know thespatial distributionof the various compo-
nents of the NACTs. The basic theory underlying the li
integral does not refer to any specific contours in
N-dimensional space~whereN is the number of internal co
ordinates that characterize the molecular system! but one ob-
vious possibility is to study the line integrals along contou
located on surfaces, in particular planes, that contain CIs.10,11

A plane is formed by freezingN22 coordinates so that onl
two coordinates are left as independent variables. Moreo
since only the component of the vectorial NACT along t
contour is needed this implies that in general one has
consider only the two relevant planar components of
3670021-9606/2001/115(8)/3673/17/$18.00
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NACT. Thus, if the two coordinates employed, are the rad
coordinate,q, and the angular coordinate,w, then only the
two following components of the vectorial NACTt-matrix,
i.e.,tw(w,qug)/q andtq(w,qug), are required. Hereg stands
for the other, indirect, ‘‘frozen’’ coordinates mentioned occ
sionally throughout this article. In general the origin of th
~planar! system of coordinates can be chosen at an arbit
point on this plane but it can also be placed at the position
the CI. This choice has some advantages that will be
cussed later. Since the just introduced plane contains
point of the CI, the closed contours may or may not surrou
the CI. We shall be mainly interested in contours that s
round CIs.

In this publication we concentrate on the C2H molecule
with the aim of studying the positions and the nature of
various CIs as well as the spatial structure of the correspo
ing NACTs. The plane we apply for this purpose is form
by ‘‘freezing’’ r cc the CC distance.12–14 In other wordsr cc is
our indirect coordinate,g, mentioned above. Thus differen
values of ther cc yield different planes, with a varying distri
bution of CIs. In the present publication the CIs are expo
by moving the hydrogen from one point to another on
particular plane. It is expected that freezing the CH dista
and moving the other carbon on relevant planes will yie
CIs as well, but these are not considered in the present st

The C2H molecule is the focus of intensive exper
mental15–19as well as theoretical/numerical studies.12–14,20–28

As far as our subject is concerned it was Peyerimhoff a
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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co-workers20–24 who revealed the existence of a CI betwe
the 12A8 and the 22A8 states@to be designated the~1,2! CI#
in the collinear configuration, and Cui and Morokuma26 who
found a CI between the 22A8 and the 32A8 states in theC2v
configuration@henceforth designated the~2,3! CI#. Boggio-
Pasquaet al. calculated full surfaces for the lowest two ele
tronic states and found a conical intersection between th
at the linear geometry and along CC distance of;2.5 Å.27 In
relation to the C1CH→C21H reaction, they also investi
gated the 18 lowest~doublet and quartet! PESs of C2H cor-
related to the ground and the first excited states of
reactants.28 At the linear configuration and CC values b
tween 2.6 and 3.4 Å intersections were found between
consecutive states. These crossings can play a role in
entrance channel dynamics of the C1CH reaction but are
less likely to be relevant to the C2H spectroscopy or photo
dissociation dynamics, since they occur at high energie
;7 eV relative to the global minimum of C2H and at the
geometries not related to the major photodissociation p
way, C21H.

The above-mentioned studies were carried out by ex
ining the relevant PESs and searching for the nuclear c
figuration that yields an infinitesimally small energy gap b
tween the two PESs under consideration. We also studied
CIs for those two cases12,13 but our way of revealing their
existence was, as mentioned above, by considering the
evant NACTs and employing the line integral technique.
addition we extensively discuss the CIs between the 32A8
and the 42A8 states@henceforth designated the~3,4! CIs# and
briefly a CI between the 42A8 and the 52A8 states@hence-
forth designated the~4,5! CI#. In the~3,4! CI, case we found
two pairs of CIs located at symmetrical positions with r
spect to theC2v line. In one case the CIs are situated ve
close to each other—a few tenths of an Å apart—and th
fore will be referred to astwins or CI twins.14 We shall dis-
cuss the implication of the existence of twins and acco
ingly we shall present a relevant Jahn-Teller model for t
situation.29–35

Ab initio calculations of nonadiabatic coupling term
were carried out at the state-average CASSCF level36 with
the 6-311G** basis set.37 It should be noted that a detaile
analysis of the character of electronic states of C2H consid-
ered here was performed earlier by Duflotet al.25 and all of
them were shown to be valence states. Therefore, an in
sion of diffuse functions into the basis set does not aff
their energies significantly, the changes do not exceed 0
0.2 eV.26 We used the active space including all nine valen
electrons distributed on nine orbitals~full valence active
space!. Depending on the targeted electronic states, up to
states were computed by the state-average CASSCF
equal weights. The nonadiabatic coupling terms were ca
lated employing theMOLPRO ~Ref. 38! program using the
analytical gradient technique39 for the state-average
CASSCF wave functions.

The paper is arranged in the following way: In Sec. II w
give a theoretical study aimed at examining the limits of
relevance of the two-state approximation, in Sec. III
present results concerning the~1,2! CIs, one~2,3! CI, several
~3,4! CIs, one~4,5! CI, and a new type of CIs which we
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temporarily, termedessentialCIs, and in Sec. IV we analyze
and discuss the various results. The conclusions are sum
rized in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Introductory comments

In most studies related to the motion of heavy partic
~i.e., the nuclei! in molecular systems, the single state a
proximation ~i.e., the Born–Oppenheimer approximation40!
is employed, in some of those studies the two-state appr
mation is assumed,41 and very rarely does one encounter
theoretical and/or numerical treatment for a three-st
system.42 Whichever approximations are employed, no jus
fication is provided. In this section we are interested in e
amining the conditions for the validity of the two-state a
proximation.

Recently we formulated the conditions for the break
of the full Hilbert space into sub-Hilbert spaces~SHS!.10,11,43

In general a SHS can be assumed if all states within the S
are strongly coupled with each other whereas their coupli
with states outside the SHS are weak. We also defi
‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ employing the concept of the CI. Here
and in what follows we include in the CI concept also t
parabolic intersection~PI!—an intersection which is formed
by two ‘‘parabolical’’ surfaces. Thus, two states are assum
to interact strongly with each other if they form a CI at som
point in configuration space~CS!. A weak interaction be-
tween two states is defined for the case that these two s
do not form a CI~on this particular plane!.

These definitions apply when we consider the full CS.
case that only a region of the complete CS is considered
may introduce the concept of sub-sub-Hilbert space~SSHS!.
Thus the SSHS is a group of strongly coupled-states wh
have their CIs concentrated in a region in CS. In this way
other states that belong to the corresponding SHS but h
their CIs located outside the abovementioned CS region
therefore not included in the SSHS. The distinction betwe
the SHS and the SSHS is not only semantic but has s
important implication. For instance it can happen that one
interested in a given region in CS where a two-state appr
mation will apply although it may not apply at other regio
in CS. Therefore as long as the theoretical/numerical tre
ment is confined to this region the two-state approximation
valid. In what follows we shall study, theoretically, the two
state case with the aim of examining the extent of its r
evance.

The theoretical treatment concentrates on the deriva
of the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation~ADT! matrix la-
beled as A. The ADT matrix for a SSHS enables the tra
formation from the adiabatic framework, which is govern
by the ~singular! nonadiabatic coupling terms to the, friend
lier, diabatic framework governed by the smooth~finite! po-
tential coupling. This SSHS ADT matrix, once calculat
along aclosed contour, contains information regarding th
topological effects in the region surrounded by this particu
contour. This specific ADT matrix is called the ‘‘topological
matrix and labeled by D.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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As long as the system contains only one CI or ev
several CIs but all between the same pair of states the d
vation of A ~and D! is straightforward as was frequently di
cussed in the literature.3–9 Difficulties are encountered whe
CIs between other~neighbor! states are located in the vicin
ity of the CI of interest. In this section we shall derive th
conditions for the validity of the two-state expressions d
spite the fact that such CIs are located in its vicinity.

B. The perturbed two-state case

In Fig. 1 we consider three regions in CS:~a! One re-
gion, s12, wheret12, the strong interaction between states
and 2, is located and the CI is at C12; ~b! a second region
s23, wheret23, the strong interaction between states 2 and
is located and the point of the CI is at C23; and ~c! a third
region,s0 , located in-between the two above-mentioned
gions, where neither of the two interactionst12 and t23 is
necessarily weak, but where no CI exists.

Our aim is to examine the relevance of the two-st
ADT matrix A as calculated along different closed contou
For this purpose we employ the following line integral:3

A5A02E
s0

s

ds•tA, ~1!

where the integration is carried out along a contourG ~the
two pointss ands0 are onG!, A0 is the boundary condition
for A, the dot stands for a scalar product, andt is the 333
matrix that contains the two nonadiabatic coupling term
namely,

t~s!5S 0 t12 0

2t12 0 t23

0 2t23 0
D . ~2!

FIG. 1. The breaking up of a regions that contains two CIs~at C12 and
C23), into three subregions:~a! The regions12 which contains a CI at
C12. ~b! The regions0 , which does not contain any CI and is define
as a ‘‘no-man’s’’ region.~c! The regions23 which contains a CI at C23.
~d! Like ~a! but also contains the contourG12 . ~e! Like ~b!. ~f! Like ~c! but
containing the contourG23 . ~g!1~h! like ~a!1~b! but also contains the con
tour G. ~i! Like ~c!.
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~Note that thet13 term is missing. It is assumed to be neg
gibly small—this assumption was made for reason of con
nience but is not essential for the derivation that follows.! In
addition to the full t-matrix we consider the two partia
t-matrices, namely,t12 andt23;

t12~s!5S 0 t12 0

2t12 0 0

0 0 0
D and

t23~s!5S 0 0 0

0 0 t23

0 2t23 0
D , ~3!

so that

t5t121t23. ~4!

We start with a case where the contourG (5G12) is located
in s12 only @see Fig. 1~d!#. Substituting Eq.~4! in Eq. ~1! and
recalling thatt23 is identically zero there, we get that th
A-matrix fulfills the equation,

A~s!5A02E
s0

s

ds8•t12~s8!A~s8!. ~5!

Due to the particular form oft12 @see Eq.~3!# the A-matrix
can be presented as

A5A12~g12!5S cosg12 sing12 0

2sing12 cosg12 0

0 0 1
D , ~6!

whereg12 follows, from the line integral alongG12 with t12

~we recall thatt12 is a vector! as an integrand,

g12~s!5E
s0

s

ds8•t12~s8!. ~7!

The same procedure can be applied for the case of
contourG (5G23) which is assumed to be only ins23 @see
Fig. 1~f!#. Since in this regiont12 is identically zero the
correspondingA-matrix fulfills the following equation:

A~s!5A02E
s0

s

ds8•t23~s8!A~s8!. ~58!

Because of the particular form oft23 @see Eq.~3!#, the matrix
A can be presented as

A5A23~g23!5S 1 0 0

0 cosg23 sing23

0 2sing230 cosg23

D , ~68!

whereg23 follows like g12, from the line integral alongG23

with t23 as an integrand,

g23~s!5E
s0

s

ds8•t23~s8!. ~78!

The result of the derivations so far is that as long asG is
confined to eithers12 or s23 theA matrix can be obtained by
applying Eqs.~6! and~7! or Eqs.~68! and~78!, respectively.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Thus, if in one of those regions, there is indeed a CI andG is
a closed contour that surrounds it, then the respec
g-angle becomesp ~or 2p or zero in case of a PI!.43–46

However if G is a closed contour which does not surrou
the CI then this angle will be zero.43–46 At this stage we
define the topological anglea as theg-angle calculated along
a closed contourG. It is known that this angle does no
depend on any specific point along the contour but on
contour itself10,43 and therefore we havea5a~G!.

The situation may change whenG penetrates into the
‘‘no-man’s’’ region s0 @see Figs. 1~e! and 1~h!#. As long as
the perturbation due tot23 is weak—let us say of orde
«—along the segment ofG in s0 then, as was recently
shown47 the results will be affected to the order of«2 only.
This means that even a perturbation, not necessarily neg
bly small, can still be handled by the two-state line integr
However when the perturbation becomes too large due to
deep a penetration intos0 , we have to consider the LI fo
the complete 333 A-matrix,

A~s!5A~s0!2E
s0

s

ds8•t12~s8!A~s8!

2E
s123

s23
ds8•t23~s8!A~s8!. ~8!

To treat this case one ADT angle will not be enough and
was already discussed on several occasions we shall ha
extend the number of ADT angles to three.4–6,48 In this case
it is not guaranteed that it will be necessarily the angleg12

that becomes equal top. In fact we learned from our recen
study on a three-state system that it was notg12 but g13 that
became equal top.48

C. The noninteracting conical intersections

By the concept ‘‘noninteracting CIs’’ we mean the ca
where the spatial distribution of two CIs, namely,t12(s) and
t23(s) is such that they overlap only slightly at the region
interest. As an example we may consider a case where
main intensity oft23(s) is concentrated along a ridge~this is
a realistic situation! and in the vicinity of this ridge the in-
tensity of t12(s) is ~negligibly! small.

As in the previous section, we examine to what ext
the two-state approximation formed byt12(s) is perturbed by
the existence of a second CI, namely,t23(s). However the
difference is that now we allow the contour to come ar
trarily close toC23 and even to surround it. To study this ca
we refer to Fig. 2, which shows a contourG that gets close to
the C23. We distinguish between two situations, name
when the contour does not surround theC23 @Fig. 2~a!# and
when it does surround it@Fig. 2~b!#. Note that some seg
ments of the contourG are drawn as full lines and others a
dashed lines. The full lines denote a high intensity@for
t12(s)# and the dashed lines denote a weak intensity@in fact
it is not t12(s) but its projection along the contour, which ha
to be considered#.

To continue, the contourG is assumed to be the sum o
two contoursG5G121G23 ~see Fig. 2!, whereG23 is a closed
contour in the vicinity ofC23 which may or may not sur-
Downloaded 12 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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round it andG12 is an open contour near theC12. Like in the
previous section, it is assumed that the intensity oft23(s) is
weak alongG12.

Recalling Eqs.~1!–~5! and following Eq.~8! we con-
sider the expression,

A~s!5A~s0!2E
G12

ds8•t12~s8!A~s8!

2 R
G23

ds8•t23~s8!A~s8!. ~9!

Here the first integral is performed, froms0 to s, along the
open~full line! contourG12 and the second along the close
contourG23. DefiningA23 as the following constant matrix

A235A~s0!2 R
G23

ds8•t23~s8!A~s8!, ~10!

Eq. ~9! becomes

A~s!5A232E
G12

ds8•t12~s8!A~s8!, ~11!

where the~corresponding initial value! matrix, A23, is not
known as yet, because it is defined in terms of the unkno
matrix A(s) as is seen from Eq.~10!. HoweverA23 is an
outcome of an integration performed along a closed cont
(G23), wheret23 is the kernel. As a result this matrix can b
presented as46

A235D23A~s0!, ~12!

whereD23 is the corresponding topological matrix which is
diagonal matrix that contains~11!s and ~21!s in its
diagonal.46 In the general 333 case it may have either thre
~11!s ~namely, it will be the unit matrix! or two ~21!s and
one ~11!.10,11 D23 will be a unit matrix if G23 does not sur-

FIG. 2. The presentation of an open contourG in terms of an open contour
G12 in the vicinity of the CI at C12 and a closed contourG23 at the vicinity
of a CI at C23: G5G121G23 . It is assumed that the intensity oft12 is strong
~full line! alongG12 and weak~dashed line! alongG23 . ~a! Situation when
C23 is outside the closed contourG23 . ~b! Situation when C23 is inside the
closed contourG23 .
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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round the CI~or surrounds a PI! and it will have the two
~21!s when it surrounds a CI. Returning now to our prese
case, theD23 matrix will be the unit matrix for the contou
G23 in Fig. 2~a! but will be of the form,

D235S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D ~13!

for the case presented in Fig. 2~b!, namely, whenG23 sur-
roundsC23.10,11

Returning now to Eq.~11! it can be shown that ifA12 is
the solution of the equation,

A12~s!5A02E
G12

ds8•t12~s8!A12~s8! ~118!

@where, as seen in Fig. 2~a!, the contourG12 does not sur-
roundC23#, then

A~s!5D23A12~s!. ~14!

We shall summarize our findings: Under the conditi
presented above we have to distinguish between two s
tions: ~a! as long asG does not surroundC23 the matrixA(s)
is identical to the upper 232 part ofA12(s), as presented in
Eq. ~6!, whereg12(s) is given in Eq.~7!. In other words the
C23 CI does not effect it.~b! In caseG surroundsC23 the
232 matrix A(s) becomes

A~s!5S cosg12 sing12

sing12 2cosg12
D , ~15!

where, again,g12(s) is given in Eq.~7!. This result is to
some extent unexpected.

III. THE CONICAL INTERSECTIONS IN THE C2H
MOLECULE

In what follows we report on numerical results related
the CIs in the C2H molecule. In Fig. 3 we present the ‘‘map
of the CI positions with respect to the CC axis. In Fig. 3~a!
we show the positions of the two symmetrical CIs for t
~1,2! pair of states, in Fig. 3~b! the position of theC2v CI for
the ~2,3! pair of states, in Fig. 3~c! the positions of the two

FIG. 3. The geometrical positions~with respect to the CC axis! of the
various CIs studied in this article. The planes on which the CIs are loc
are formed by freezing the CC distances.Xi j designates the CI formed by
the i th and thej th states. All distances are in Å:~a! the~1,2! CI; ~b! the~2,3!
CI; ~c! the ~3,4! CI twins; ~d! the ~isolated! ~3,4!; and ~e! ~4,5! CIs.
Downloaded 12 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
t
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symmetrical~3,4! CI twins, in Fig. 3~d! the positions of the
other set of~3,4! CI twins, and finally, in Fig. 3~e! we give
the position of the~4,5! CI twins. In the sections to follow
are discussed the features of the various CIs; each secti
related to a given pair of states.

Two types of results are presented, namely, the NAC
tw(wuq) as calculated employingMOLPRO ~for details, see
the Appendix! and the respective ATD anglesg(wuq)
defined as

g~wuq!5E
w0

w

dw8tw~w8uq!. ~16!

This expression follows from Eq.~7! when applied for a
circular contour.~We remind the reader that the angular co
ponent oft is tw(w,q)/q.) The meaning of bothq and w
may change while moving from one situation to another.

In addition to the ADT angle, we present results f
the topological ~Berry! phase, a(q), defined as the
g(wuq)-angle calculated for a closed contour, namely,

a~q!5 R
q
dw8tw~w8uq!. ~17!

Next we consider the results for the various CIs.

A. The „1,2… conical intersections

All calculations related to the~1,2! CIs, namely, the CIs
between the ground and the first excited states, were don
a fixed CC distance namelyr CC51.35 Å. ~At this distance
the ground state of the C2H molecule reaches its lowest valu
along the seam.! This CI ~in fact there are two of them—on
on each external wing of the carbons—see Figs. 3 and 4! was
revealed already by Peyerimhoff and co-workers20 following
a search for the smallest energy gap between the two rele
states. In other words they did not apply the line integral
this purpose. As is seen from Figs. 3 and 4 these two CIs
positioned on the CC axis.

Part of the results concerning these CIs have alre
been published.12 Here they will be presented again, for th
sake of completeness, but we shall also show some new
sults so that in the Discussion we can relate to the old and
new results to get a better understanding of the system.

The numerical study was carried out for three differe
situations.

~a! For the first treatment we chose the origin to be
cated at the position of one of the carbons.12 As a result of
this the radial coordinateq became identical to the CH dis
tance andw to the CC̄ CH angle. The NACTs,tw(wuq),
and the respective ADT angles,g(wuq), are presented in Fig
4, for threeq-values, namely,q51.80, 2.00, 3.35 Å. The
pattern seen in this figure is repeated in all forthcoming fi
ures presenting the angular NACTs and ADT angles for
various CIs. Each column refers to a given CI. In order
avoid uncertainties and/or confusion we show, in addition
the physical results, details regarding the geometry relate
the calculation.

In Figs. 4~a! and 4~c! we present thetw(wuq) functions
as calculated forq51.8 and 2.0 Å, respectively. In this cas
the closed circular contour surrounds one CI. It is notic
that these functions attain their largest values for the lin

d
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FIG. 4. Results as calculated along circles located at the carbon position and surrounding the~1,2! CIs. Shown are the geometry, the nonadiabatic coupl
matrix elementstw(wuq) and the ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated forr CC51.35 Å and for threeq-values~q is the CH distance!: ~a!1~b! q51.80 Å; ~c!1~d!
q52.00 Å; ~e!1~f! q53.35 Å. The circles in~a!1~b! and ~c!1~d! surround one CI and the circle in~e!1~f! surrounds the two CIs.
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configurations, namely, forw50~[2p! and w5p but there-
after, oncew deviates, even slightly, from these values, th
rapidly decay to zero. A different picture is presented in F
4~e!, where the closed contour surrounds the two CIs. Si
the second~symmetrical! CI is located at a distance of 2.9
Å from the origin the value ofq has to be larger than 2.95 Å
In the calculations it was assumed to beq53.35 Å. As men-
tioned above, this situation leads to a different shape
tw(w), namely, it is close to zero along most of the interv
w5$0,2p% and only whenw is in the vicinity of 2p/3, p, and
4p/3 does it become significantly different from zero;
w52p/3 and 4p/3 tw;22.0 rad21 and at w5p tw

;11.0 rad21. Whereas the large values forw5p are ex-
pected, it is somewhat unexpected to have such large va
at w52p/3 and 4p/3. We did not study this region any fur
ther but it is likely that these large values point at additio
~1,2! CIs/PIs in the respective regions.

Theg~w!-functions are presented in Figs. 4~b!, 4~d!, and
4~f!. The functions in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!, calculated by sur-
rounding one CI only, are seen to be step functions v
similar to the ones encountered for other systems.49,50 The
topological anglesa(q) ~5g~w52p!! as calculated from Eq
~17!, are 3.136 and 3.027 rad, respectively; thus, in b
cases close to the expectedp-value. The small deviations
from p indicate slight disturbances due to the possible e
tence of CIs between higher states. Thus, for all pract
purposes, we assert that the line integrals for the two ca
presented in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d! produce the value ofp. A
different situation is encountered in case the circle surrou
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the two ~symmetrical! CIs as can be seen from the resu
presented in the third panel of Fig. 4~f!. The functiong~w! is
relatively constant~;0! in the intervalsw5$0°,105°% and
$255°,360°% but then is characterized by a strong S-sha
negative/positive ripple in the range$100°,260°%. As for the
topological phase,a, it was calculated to attain the value o
0.048 rad. The expected theoretical value for this case
usually a multiple of 2p ~Refs. 45, 46! although the possi-
bility for having zero was also mentioned.51 Yarkony52 cal-
culateda(q) for a similar situation, in case of Na3(22E),
and found it, just like us, to be zero. This result is discuss
to some extent in the Discussion below.

~b! For the second case we assumed the origin of
system to be located at the position of the CI. Calculatio
were performed for two differentq-values, namely,q
50.2,1.0 Å, and the results are presented in Fig. 5. Althou
the shapes of the two NACTs are significantly different t
topological phasesa(q), as calculated for the two radii, ar
similar, namely, 3.165 and 3.005 rad, respectively. The m
reason for the different shapes is the fact that whereas
q50.2 Å the ~circular! contour remains, in all situations
relatively far from the carbons, it gets rather close to one
them in case ofq51.0 Å andw;p.

~c! For the third case the origin of the coordinates w
chosen to be located at the midpoint between the two
bons ~see Fig. 6!. Again we report on two calculations a
performed for two radii, i.e.,q51.875,2.475 Å. The angula
NACT and the relevant ADT angle are presented in Fig. 6
the first case the circle does not surround any CI~the dis-
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Results as calculated alon
circles located at the~1,2! CI position
and defined in terms of a radiusq.
Shown are the geometry, the nonadi
batic coupling matrix elements
tw(wuq) and the ADT anglesg(wuq)
as calculated forr CC51.35 Å and for
two q-values: ~a!1~b! q50.2 Å; ~c!
1~d! q51.00 Å.
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tance between these two symmetrical CIs is 4.55 Å! and in
the second it surrounds both. The unexpected fact regar
this figure is that~except for some slight ripples! the NACTs
for the two situations are identical and the same applie
the corresponding ADT angles. As for the topological an
a we found that in both cases it is identically zero. From t
theoretical point of view the value ofa for the first casehas
to be zero~because no CI is surrounded43,46! but its value in
the second case can be either zero or a multiple of 2p. We
found it to be zero which is identical to the value ofa we got
in the first case, i.e., case~a!, for which we chose the origin
to be at one of the carbons. In what follows two CIs of th
type are termed as CItwinsand more will be said about them
in the Discussion.

B. The „2,3… conical intersection

The ~2,3! CI between the 22A8 and the 32A8 is studied
for r CC51.25. Ii is located on theC2v axis at a distance o
1.81 Å from the CC axis. As a result we considered circu
paths centered at this point@Fig. 3~b!# and calculated the
NACTs, tw(wuq), the ADT angleg(wuq) @see Eq.~16!#, and
the topological phase,a(q) @see Eq.~17!#. The calculations
were carried out for three different circular paths with rad
Downloaded 12 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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q50.2, 0.3, and 0.4 Å, and the results are presented in Fig
This figure, like Figs. 4–6, consists of three subfigures.
the upper panels we present the geometrical configurat
for each calculation. Note that these panels also show
locations of two additional CIs, between the 32A8 and the
4 2A8 states. They were added in the figure because, as
be explained later, they affect the corresponding~2,3! CI
~two-state! line integral calculations.

In panels~a!, ~c!, and~e! of Fig. 7 we present thetw(w)
functions and in panels~b!, ~d!, and ~f! the corresponding
ADT angles. Since the center of the circular paths is loca
on the symmetry axis~perpendicular to the C–C bond!, one
would expect thetw-function to be symmetric with respect t
this axis. However, as the signs of these functions are de
mined from continuity requirements, the most we can exp
for symmetry is that these functions fulfill the following con
ditions: utw(w)u5utw(p2w)u and utw(w1p)u5utw(2p
2w)u, where 0<w<p. The symmetric properties oftw are
clearly presented in panels~a!, ~c!, and ~e! of Fig. 7 ~they
serve, among other things, as a check for the quality of
ab initio calculations!.

Next we refer to panels~b!, ~d!, and ~f! showing the
ADT angle,g~w!. The ADT-angles, for the radiiq50.2 and
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Results as calculated alon
circles located at the mid-point be
tween the two carbon atoms and de
fined in terms of a radiiq. Shown are
the geometry, the nonadiabatic cou
pling matrix elementstw(wuq) and the
ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated for
r CC51.35 Å and for twoq-values:~a!
1~b! q52.475 Å @in this case the con-
tour does not surround any~1,2! CI#;
~c!1~d! q52.875 Å @in this case the
contour surrounds the two~1,2! CIs#.
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0.3 Å, are seen to be smoothly increasing functions of
angle w. The third function, in panel~f!, is an oscillatory
function, a shape which under these circumstances may
dicate some perturbations. Finally, we refer to the topolog
phasesa(q). These are expected to be equal top. In fact
what we find is that forq50.2 and 0.3 Å,a is equal to 3.098
and 3.145 rad, respectively, thus indeed, values reason
close top. These results confirm that the 22A8 and 32A8
states form a conical intersection at a point on theC2v axis
~it must be located on theC2v axis! in the vicinity of the
point suggested above. WithinC2v symmetry the
2 2A8– 3 2A8 CI corresponds to the intersection between
1 2B2 and 22A1 electronic states of different symmetrie
The calculations also indicate that within the region enclo
by the circle with the radiusq50.3 Å the two electronic
states are strongly coupled to each other but only weakl
other states. However, the situation changes when the
integral is performed along a circle with the radiusq
50.4 Å for which we geta51.98 rad. This is a clear indi
cation that along this path the nonadiabatic coupling te
are effected by the presence of CIs due to other states.
ditional calculations revealed~as briefly mentioned above!
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the existence of two CIs between 32A8 and 42A8 states at
positions relatively close~;0.34 Å! to the ~2,3! CI of inter-
est @see Fig. 3~c!#. Thus theq50.4 Å circular path not only
penetrates deeply into their vicinity~regions23 in Fig. 1! but
also surrounds them. It is interesting to note that theq
50.3 Å path which approaches the two~3,4! CIs as close as
0.04 Å but does not surround them, yields fora a value very
close top. These two CIs will be further discussed in th
next section.

C. The „3,4… twin-conical intersection

In searching for the reason that the~2,3! line integral
yields inadequate ADT angles we revealed the existenc
two ~3,4! CIs located on the two sides of theC2v axis at a
distance of 1.50 Å from the CC axis. For the case ofr cc

51.25 Å the distance between the two CIs was found to
0.31 Å, but by increasing the distance between the two c
bons tor cc51.35 Å we managed to bring the two CIs to th
same point in CS or, in other words, the two CIs coalesc
The coalescence of the CIs occurs withinC2v symmetry
where the 32A8– 4 2A8 intersection corresponds to th
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Results as calculated along circles which are located at the~2,3! CI and defined in terms of radiiq. Shown are the geometry, the nonadiabatic coupl
matrix elementstw(wuq) and the ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated forr CC51.25 Å and for threeq-values:~a!1~b! q50.2 Å; ~c!1~d! q50.3 Å; ~e!1~f!
q50.4 Å. Also presented are the positions of the nearby~3,4! CI twins. The circles in~a!1~b! and~c!1~d! surround only the~2,3! CI and the circle in~e!1~f!
surrounds also the two~3,4! CIs.
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2 2A1– 3 2A1 intersection of two states of the same symm
try.

The results of the study of these CI twins are presen
in Fig. 8. The first four subfigures show the results for t
separated twins and only the fifth subfigure is devoted to
‘‘united’’ CI. The positions of the circular contours depen
on the cases that were studied.

Panels~a!, ~c!, ~e!, ~g!, and~i! present the~3,4! angular
NACT tw(w) and panels~b!, ~d!, ~f!, ~h!, and~j! present the
~3,4! ADT anglesg~w!. Panels~a!–~d! show the results for
two q-values namely,q50.1 Å—the internal contour which
does not surround any CI—andq50.2 Å—the external con-
tour which surrounds both CIs. In case of the internal c
tour,a has to be identically zero,46 and in case of the externa
contour it has to be either a multiple of 2p or zero.45,46,51It
can be seen that in both casesa is zero. Moreover all fea-
tures discussed in Sec. III A for the~1,2! twins apply here,
except that the transition from internal to external conto
results is not smooth at all. Its not only that the shapes di
in each of the two intervals~0,p! and ~p, 2p! but also the
magnitudes are different There is also another difference
case of the~1,2! twins all functions are also symmetric wit
respect to the twins-axis which coincides with the CC axis
This is not the case for the~3,4! twins axis~which, of course
does not coincide with the CC axis!, because the situatio
below their axis~where the two carbons are located! and
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above it, is not symmetrical. Therefore, in order to guaran
that a is identically zero in case of the internal contour, t
NACT tw(wuq) mustbe antisymmetric in each of the inte
vals, as it really is. The fact thata is also identically zero for
the external contour implies thattw(wuq) has to be antisym-
metric in this case as well.

Panels~e!, ~f!, ~g!, and ~k! present results for the~3,4!
CIs as obtained from circular contours surrounding a sin
CI twin ~with its center at the point of the CI!. The results
were obtained forq50.1,0.2 Å ~the q-values are limited by
the distance between the two twins, which is;0.3 Å!. In
case of a single CI one expects thea~G! to be;p. Indeed,
we got a(Guq)53.154, 3.204 rad, respectively. The devi
tion from p, in particular for the largerq, is due to perturba-
tions of other nearby CIs of adjacent states in particular
~2,3! CI discussed in the previous section~which is located,
as mentioned above, at a distance of 0.34 Å from the twin!.

Finally, panels~i! and ~j! present results for the case o
the coalesced twins. This was accomplished, as mentio
earlier, by increasing the CC distance to 1.35 Å. Thus, in t
process a newC2v conical intersection is produced. In case
is a usual CI we should have, as before,a~G!;p. In fact
what we found is thata(G)50(;1024 rad) namely, the
same result we had for the two separated twins. Thus, m
ing them did not change their characteristic features. Mo
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Results as calculated for the~3,4! CI twins, along circles located at various positions and defined in terms of various radiiq. Shown are the geometry
the nonadiabatic coupling matrix elementstw(wuq) and the ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated forr CC51.25 Å and for variousq-values:~a!1~b! The circle
is located in the midpoint between the CIs;q50.1 Å ~the circle does not surround any CI!; ~c!1~d! same as~a!1~b!, with q50.2 Å ~the circle surrounds the
two CIs!; ~e!1~f! the circle is located at the position of one of the~3,4! CI twins: q50.1 Å; ~g!1~h! same as~e!1~f!, with q50.2 Å; ~i!1~j! the circle is
located at the position of thecoalesced~3,4! CI twins: q50.2 Å The coalesced CI is obtained forr CC51.35 Å.
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over, in contrast to the ordinary single CIs, they maintain
anti-symmetry features for thetw(wuq) function in each of
the two intervals, i.e., 0<w<p andp<w<2p @compare re-
sults of ~i! with those of~a! and ~c!#.

We referred to the coalesced intersection as a CI bu
fact it is a PI because it does not produce topological effe
In other words moving the two relevant eigenfunction
namely, the 32A8 and the 42A8, along a contour that sur
rounds this PI will not produce a change of sign.

D. The „3,4… and „4,5… isolated conical intersection

For completeness and also because of its experime
importance we report on another~3,4! CI as well as on a
nearby~4,5! CI. This ~3,4! CI is located closer to the class
cally allowed regions of the two lowest states, i.e., 12A8 and
2 2A8. As a result this CI and eventually also the~4,5! CI
have a better Franck–Condon overlap with the C2H ground
state and could play a more important role for spectrosc
and photochemistry of C2H. These intersections occur in
region where the energy levels of these two states are in
range of 6.6–7.2 eV~according to present calculations!,
which may be accessed when vibrationally hot C2H is ex-
cited by 193 nm photons. Recentab initio calculations of
branching ratios of C2 electronic states, produced adiaba
cally in C2H photodissociation at 193 nm, showed notab
differences from the branching ratios measured exp
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mentally.53 For instance, more C2(A 1Pu) correlated with the
3 2A8 state of C2H is being produced than the adiabatic ca
culations suggest, implying the significance of the 52A8
→4 2A8→3 2A8 nonadiabatic ladder processes. The~4,5!
and the~3,4! CIs can account for those processes, while
~2,3! CI, discussed in Sec. III B opens a route to the form
tion of thea 3Pu state and, eventually of theX 1Sg

1 state C2

which correlate adiabatically with the 22A8 and 12A8 elec-
tronic states of C2H, respectively.53

In addition to the identification of their locations we als
show, in Fig. 9, a few results related to NACTs,tw(wuq) and
the ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated along circles located
the respective CI positions. The results in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!
are for the~3,4! CI and those in Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! are for
the~4,5! CI. The two calculations were done forq50.2 Å. It
is well noticed that in both cases the NACT and the AD
w-dependent functions behave as expected for unpertu
ordinary CIs, namely,tw(wuq) is an oscillating function but
of the same sign throughout the@0,2p# interval andg(wuq)
is a uniform increasing function in this interval. As for th
topological phases we geta(q)53.087 and 3.073 rad, re
spectively, again values close to the expectedp-value.

E. The ‘‘essential’’ conical intersection

As far as we are aware it has never been mentione
the literature that the geometry where positions of two ato
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Results as calculated alon
circles which are located at the iso
lated ~3,4! and ~4,5! CI positions@see
Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!# and defined in
terms of a radiusq50.2 Å. Shown are
the geometry, the nonadiabatic cou
pling matrix elementstw(wuq), and
the ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated
for r CC51.25 Å and 1.21 Å.~a!1~b!
Results for the~isolated! ~3,4! CI; ~c!
1~d! results for the~isolated~4,5! CI.
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in a molecular system coincide~when positions ofN21 at-
oms are frozen and theNth atom is moving such geometrie
occur at the position of each atom! is a point of degeneracy
of all adiabatic states and therefore should be recognized
conical intersection. Since such a CI is rather unique
quite different from all other CIs treated so far, we termed
an ‘‘essential’’ CI~until a more appropriate name is found! or
concisely ECI. It is obvious that the region of the close
cinity of the ECI is out of reach for the moving hydrogen b
still the fact that such a CI exists can produce non-neglig
topological effects at larger distances. In several recent p
lications one of the present authors distinguished betw
‘‘breakable’’ and ‘‘nonbreakable’’ CIs.10,11 The ‘‘breakable’’
CIs are coalesced CIs associated with different pairs of st
formed by varying ‘‘indirect’’ internal coordinates. In othe
words they are a result of an intersection between two~or
more! seams each belonging to a different pair of states.
‘‘unbreakable’’ ones are those which have to be accepte
fait accompli and will not break up immaterial which th
‘‘indirect’’ coordinate is varied. It seems that the ‘‘essentia
CIs are of the unbreakable type.

This subject is too extensive to be treated here but
we decided, for the ‘‘sake of completeness’’ to calculate
ADT angle and the topological phase along two contours
surround one of the carbons~as we recall the position of th
carbon is the position of such a CI!.

Figure 10 presents the NACTs@see Figs. 10~a! and
10~c!# and the ADT angles@see Figs. 10~b! and 10~d!# as
calculated along two contours, one calculated forq50.3 Å
and the other forq50.6 Å, that surround one of the carbon
It is noted that thew-dependence of both the NACTs and t
ADT angles is similar for the two contours, and the sa
applies to the final topological phase,a, which we found to
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be 2.52 and 2.39 rad, respectively. However the value ofa is
not a multiplep as it is for an isolated CI, the reason bein
that the two-state results probably become irrelevant for s
a situation where many~maybe even an infinite number o!
states are degenerate.

As a final comment on this subject we would like
mention that surrounding the two carbons did not produ
any topological effects, as the value ofa was found to be
practically zero. Thus it seems that the two carbons prod
CI twins, which tend to annihilate each other, of the ki
mentioned in the previous section. This will be discuss
extensively in Sec. IV C.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the previous section we discussed several CIs du
four different pairs of states: between the ground and the
excited states (12A8 and 22A8), between the first and the
second excited states (22A8 and 32A8), between the second
and the third excited states (32A8 and 42A8), and between
the third and the fourth excited states (42A8 and 52A8). We
shall analyze the CI/PIs between each pair of states s
rately and as a final subject we shall refer to all CI/PIs a
whole.

A. The ‘‘quasi-isolated’’ „1,2… system

The CIs between the ground and the first excited sta
were studied in great detail. This implies calculating li
integrals for three systems of coordinates located at diffe
points @see Fig. 3~a!#; one located at the position of the ca
bon; the second located in the vicinity of the position of t
CI and the third located at the midpoint between the t
carbon atoms~which is also the midpoint between the tw
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Results as calculated alon
circles which are located at the carbo
position, surrounding the carbon~but
none of the ordinary CIs! and are de-
fined in terms of radiiq. Shown are
the geometry, the nonadiabatic cou
pling matrix elementstw(wuq) and the
ADT anglesg(wuq) as calculated for
r CC51.35 Å. ~a!1~b! Results for q
50.3 Å; ~c!1~d! q50.6 Å.
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CIs!. Line integrals were calculated along circular contou
with different radii ranging from 0.2 to 3.35 Å. All calcula
tions yielded for the topological phase the expected value
if the two-state system were isolated from the rest of
states, namely, the value ofp when the contour surround
one CI, the value of zero when the contour does not surro
any CI and we also got the value of zero when the cont
surrounds the two~symmetrical! CI twins. These results im
ply that the two lowest states of the C2H molecule indeed
form a quasi-isolated sub-Hilbert space. However we kn
from our present study as well as from other studies that
is not the case. It is established that at a distance of;2.0 Å
from the CC axis, on theC2v axis, is located the~2,3! CI
which rules out the ‘‘isolation’’ of the two lowest states. Thu
we have, to some extent, contradictory results. This con
diction is resolved applying the derivation presented in S
II C in which we have shown that a two-state system beha
as an isolated system as long as the main interactionregions
due to the relevant CIsdo notoverlap. Indeed, studying th
spatial structure oft12(w,q) and t23(w,q) it is noticed that
they scarcely overlap at any region in CS.

This finding implies that it is legitimate to form for th
two lowest adiabatic states of the C2H molecule two qua-
sidiabatic states with their diabatic potentials well defin
and, in particular, single-valued. The single-valuedness
Downloaded 12 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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the classical allowed regions, is guaranteed by the fact
for any chosen contour, within this region, the correspond
topological phase is a multiple ofp ~or zero!.

There could be one possible exception to this statem
We found that surrounding one of thecarbonsyields a topo-
logical phase, which is neither zero nor any multiple ofp
~see Sec. III E!. This may imply that, while studying dynami
cal processes, approaching the in-between region of the
carbons may perturb the results~for instance, in case of in-
sertion reactions or dissociation!.

B. The ‘‘partially-isolated’’ „2,3… system

The study of this CI is, from a certain point of view
more interesting than the previous case because here the
responding two-state system is less isolated, as will be
plained. The numerical treatment in Sec. III B showed t
these two states cannot be considered as isolated onc
radius of the circle surrounding the CI becomes lar
enough, becausea, becomes different fromp ~or any mul-
tiple of p!. In other words, as long asq<0.3 Å we gota;p
but in case ofq50.4 Å, for instance, we obtaineda51.98
rad. Figure 7 shows~schematically! the q50.3 and theq
50.4 Å circles~see second and third columns! and the posi-
tions of the three CIs of interest~i.e., X23, and the two
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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X34 CIs!. It is noticed that whereas theq50.3 Å circle does
not surround the two~3,4! CIs the larger circle does surroun
both of them. From Fig. 8 it can is seen that the~3,4! NACTs
are all distributed very sharply along thex-axis ~the axis
parallel to the CC bond!. As a result the intensity of the~3,4!
NACTs in the region surrounded by theq50.3 Å circle is
very small and therefore no overlap is formed between
~2,3! and the corresponding~3,4! CIs. The situation change
in the case of theq50.4 Å circle. The region surrounded b
this circle contains significant portions of the~3,4! CIs ~in-
cluding the points of the CI! and since the intensity of th
~2,3! NACT, in this region, is not negligible the overlap b
tween the~2,3! and the~3,4! CIs is significantly different
from zero. As a result, the corresponding two-state syste
no longer isolated and this explains whyaÞp.

To summarize this part we can say that the~2,3! pair of
states is isolated only to some extent. Its isolation is p
turbed by the existence of the~3,4! CIs @but not by the~1,2!
CIs#.

C. The „3,4… conical intersection twins

The CI twins present an interesting situation, which
though expected to occur quite frequently has been enc
tered before only in few occasions. For instance, Yarko
and co-workers found CI twins and confluence of two CIs
lower symmetry to form a CI of higher symmetry for suc
molecules as Na3,

52 AlH2,
54 BH2,

55 and recently HNCO,56

while Ruedenberg and co-workers found a similar situat
for the ozone molecule.57 In the case of BH2,

55 two Cs in-
tersection seams of two electronic states of the same sym
try coalesce to give aC2v CI seam of two states of differen
symmetries. Alternatively, in the case of O3,

57 two Cs CI
seams of two states of the same symmetry cross to yie
C2v intersectionpoint of two states of the same symmet
within the C2v point group. The situation for the case of th
~3,4! CI for C2H is similar to that for O3.

Meanwhile, it is not so much the CI twins existen
which is of interest to us here but rather their related str
ture. We found for these twins, as well as for the~1,2! twins,
that a circle that surrounds both of them yields for the to
logical phase the valuea50 ~Ref. 14! whereas in principle it
could be of any multiple of 2p. The zero value that we go
for a does not seem to be a rare result because so fa
calculations for similar CIs for other systems have yield
the same zero-value fora.52,54 In a previous publication we
mentioned that this situation is reminiscent of an elec
dipole moment made up of two electric charges with op
site signs. This description led to the introduction of the ‘‘d
generate conical intersection’’ or concisely ‘‘DCI,’’ with fea
tures to be elaborated in the next subsection. In
subsection that follows, namely, Sec. IV C 2, we presen
Jahn-Teller-type model for the DCI.

1. The degenerate conical intersection

The ab initio treatment yields the complete NAC
tw(wuq) but not the NACT for each CI separately. In order
derive the electric dipole moment of these twins we have
find a way to form for each CI its ‘‘own’’ NACT function
which will be written astw

(k)(wkuqk); k51,2. Here (wk ,qk)
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is a point in CS with respect to a system of coordina
located at the point of thekth CI. The connection betwee
these two functions andtw(wuq) is given by the following
expression:

tw~wuq!5
q

q1
tw

~1!~w1uq1!1
q

q2
tw

~2!~w2uq2!, ~18!

where it is assumed that all three sets of coordinates,
(w,q), (w1 ,q1), and (w2 ,q2), refer to the same point in CS

In what follows we limit the discussion to contours th
surround the CI or CIs under consideration. We saw tha
case of the CI twins, thetw(wuq)-function is antisymmetric
in the @0, p# interval and in the@p, 2p# interval, which im-
plies that it flips its sign at each interval. Contrary
tw(wuq), the tw

(k)(wkuqk)-functions are unlikely to flip their
sign along any of these intervals. In fact from all the cas
studied so far we found that these functions, as long as t
are not perturbed by CIs of neighboring states, do not
sign along the whole@0, 2p# interval. The reason for this
feature is associated with the fact that the resultant integ
along any closed contour~namely,a! have to yield a rela-
tively large value, i.e., the valuep.

It is also straightforward to show that, due to symmet
the two functions,tw

(k)(wkuqk); k51,2, are related to eac
other in the following way:

utw
~2!~wuq!u5utw

~1!~p2w!uqu. ~19!

Based on this symmetry relation and on the other f
tures of thetw

(k)(wkuqk)-functions as discussed above, th
expression in Eq.~5! becomes

tw~wuq!5
q

q1
tw

~1!~w1uq1!2
q

q2
tw

~1!~p2w2uq2!. ~20!

Next, we consider the caseq@q0 , whereq0 is the dis-
tance between the two CIs. It can be shown that the
radial coordinatesqk , and the two angular coordinateswk

are qk5q6(q0/2)cosw and wk5w, respectively, both as
sumed to hold to the order of (q0 /q). As a result, Eq.~20!
becomes

tw~wuq!5tw
~1!~wuq!2tw

~1!~p2wuq!1
q0 cosw

q
tw

~1!~wuq!.

~21!

Assuming nowq050, we get the expression for the co
lesced CI twins,

tw~wuq!5tw
~1!~wuq!2tw

~1!~p2wuq!. ~22!

Since the expression on the right-hand side at each p
in CS contains two functions of identical sign the effect
this ~coalesced! CI is expected to be weaker than the effe
of each of the separate CIs. Taking this fact into account
recalling that its average value along any closed contourG,
is zero led us to define this type of CI as a ‘‘degener
conical intersection’’~DCI!. The feature that characterize
the DCI is that it still yields coupling between two adiaba
states and this coupling, at any given direction, still d
creases likeq21; however, it is altogether a weaker intera
tion as compared to a single CI/PI.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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It is our belief that this behavior is not accidental a
that it might be typical for all CI twins. CI twins were al
ready encountered in other studies.52,54 In particular, a~G!
was calculated for the CI twins of Na3(2

2E) and it was
found to be zero as in our case.54 If, indeed, this feature of CI
twins is general, one can ask why it is that the CI twi
arrange themselves in such a way to be ofoppositesigns.
The explanation may be connected with the fact that the
integral in Eq. ~17! also yields theaverage valueof the
NACT along a given contour. Having zero for this magnitu
along every contour is one way the molecular system, p
duces the smallest possible interaction, or the ‘‘Least Ac-
tion.’’

2. The Jahn-Teller model for degenerate conical
intersections

Like in the ordinary Jahn-Teller model we apply a tw
state diabatic potential matrix of the form,

W5KS ~x22a2! y

y 2~x22a2!
D , ~23!

where the two CIs are assumed to be positioned ax
56a,K is a positive constant, andx and y denote some
generalized molecular Cartesian coordinates. It is noti
that the linear term inx is missing due to symmetry. Next w
transform to polar coordinates,q and w, so that Eq.~23!
becomes

W5KS ~q2 cos2 w2a2! q sinw

q sinw 2~q2 cos2 w2a2!
D , ~24!

where we recallx5q cosw andy5q sinw. The eigenvalues
of this Hamiltonian,

u656KA~q2 cos2 w2a2!21q2 sin2 w. ~25!

Note that these two eigenvalues become identical wheq
5a and w50,p. In other words, the two points of degen
eracy are (a,0) and (a,p). Next we refer to the ADT angle
g(wuq) which in this case is simply the angle that diagon
izes theW-matrix. Thus,

g~wuq!5
1

2
tan21S q sinw

q2 cos2 w2a2D . ~26!

For this case we find for theg(wuq,a)) and a(q,a) ~the
topological phase! the following features~see Fig. 11!:

~a! g(wuq,a) is an oscillatory function ofw for any fixed
value of q and a. The transition from a case withq,a
~where none of the CIs is surrounded by the circle! to a case
with q.a ~where both CIs are surrounded by the circle! is
not smooth~this subject as well as related subjects will
discussed in a different publication58!. The value ofa(q,a)
in both cases is zero@see Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!#.

~b! The case whena50 is the case when the two CI
coalesce. From Fig. 11~c! it is noticed that theg(wuq,a
50) function is of the same character as the one obtained
q.a @see Fig. 11~b!# but its shape is somewhat affected. T
value ofa(q,a50) is, as before, equal to zero.

To summarize this part we may say that this particu
‘‘Jahn-Teller’’ model reproduced the main findings regardi
Downloaded 12 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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the present CI twins, in particular the transition from tw
CIs, as long as the two were separate, to a single PI as
coalesced.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we report and discuss numerical resu
related to CIs between the five lowest2A8 states of the C2H
molecule. First we studied the shape of the NACTs alo
closed ~circular! contours then we employed the two-sta
line-integral approach for obtaining the ADT angles alo
these contours. The final goal is usually the topologi
~Berry! phases calculated for various contours surround
the CIs. The theory requires, in case the two states un

FIG. 11. The ADT angleg(wuq) as derived for an adapted Jahn-Teller-tw
model. The calculations were done employing Eq.~22!. ~a! Results fora
51,q50.8 ~in this case the circle does not surround any CI!; ~b! results for
a51,q51.2 ~in this case the circle surrounds both CIs!; ~c! results fora
50 ~the coalesced CI twins case!, q51.0.
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consideration are unperturbed~or at most slightly perturbed!
by neighbor states, that such a phase be either zero
multiple of p. This multiplicity and the deviation from it are
the main subject of this article.

We found that the two lowest2A8 adiabatic states of this
molecule form a quasi-isolated system, usually only loos
coupled to higher states. We encountered only two regio
of small physical relevance, where this two-state system
strongly coupled to a third state. One is a remote reg
where the second potential energy surface is high~.5 eV!; it
is therefore of no interest for low energy processes. The o
is a region in the vicinity of the two carbons~where all
surfaces are very high in energy!. Thus for most dynamica
studies these regions are classically forbidden regions
therefore of minor importance. From a practical point
view the findings of this study can be important because t
guarantee that analytically singlevalued quasi-diabatic t
state potentials can be formed, for which Schro¨dinger equa-
tion ~for the nuclear species! can undoubtedly, be solved.

We revealed the existence of degenerate CIs~those with
a topological phase zero! and suggested a Jahn-Teller-ty
model to analyze them. The degenerate CIs are characte
by relatively weak interactions as compared to the ordin
CIs. The degenerate CIs, in contrast to ordinary ones,
breakable, namely, by varying indirect~internal! coordinates
of the molecular system they may decompose to two C
However, even when separate, since the interaction prod
by one of the twins weakens the other, the effect of th
combined interaction is much weaker compared to the ef
of a single isolated CI at most regions in CS.

We also examined contours surrounding one of the c
bons~suggesting that the location of each carbon is, by its
a CI! and found that the two-state topological phase is n
ther zero nor any multiple ofp ~we found it to be;2.52
rad!. This suggests that dissociative processes~e.g., insertion
reactions! could be significantly perturbed by topological e
fects. We also examined contours that surround the two
bons and found the two-state topological phase to be z
This result brings us back to the CI twins. If the location
the two carbons is indeed CIs, then these two, again, ar
twins.

In this report we tried to characterize the various CIs t
couple the five lower states of the C2H molecule. We found
that each two consecutive states are coupled by at leas
CI. The study of each of these CI revealed new features.
expect that as this field matures, many more types of CI
be exposed, so that although they are so to speak the ‘‘b
holes’’ of molecular systems they will, nevertheless, beco
friendly.
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APPENDIX: THE USE OF CHAIN RULES TO OBTAIN
REQUIRED NONDIABATIC COUPLING TERMS

The analytical gradient technique in theMOLPRO pro-
gram provides the nonadiabatic coupling terms with resp
to molecular Cartesian coordinates,^z i u]z j /]qk&, wherez i

andz j are electronic wave functions for the statesi andj, and
qk is a Cartesian coordinate~x, y, z! for the atomk. These
coupling terms can be converted into the nonadiabatic c
pling terms with respect to the internal coordinates of C2H
~or any triatomic molecule!, ^z i u]z j /]r 1&(5t r 1

),

^z i u]z j /]r 2&(5t r 2
), ^z i u]z j /]u&(5tu). For C2H, r 1 andr 2

are the CC and CH distances, respectively, andu is the rel-
evant CC̄ CH angle. In what follows we freeze ther 1 co-
ordinate and therefore considert r 1

and tu only. Also, we
shall assume that our plane to be thex–y plane and therefore
ignore derivatives with respect to thez components of the
various atoms. Thus, e.g., the expression fortu will be

~tu! i j 5 K z iU ]

]u
z j L 5 (

n51

6
]gn

]u K z iU ]

]gn
z j L , ~A1!

where forn51,2,3gn is equal toxj , j 51,2,3, respectively,
and for n54,5,6gn is equalyj , j 51,2,3, respectively. A
similar expression holds forr 2 . The MOLPRO program sup-
plies all the Cartesian NACTs, i.e.,^z i u(]/]gn)z j& and so to
obtain the~ij ! component oftu all relation between the Car
tesian coordinates and the internal coordinates are requ
In theMOLPROprogram, internal coordinates can be specifi
by the user and Cartesian coordinates are produced by
program based on the conditions of translational and ro
tional invariance,

m1x11m2x21m3x350,

m1y11m2y21m3y350, ~A2!

m1y1x11m2y2x21m3y3x350,

where,mj , j 51,2,3 are atomic masses. Next we consider
internal coordinates as the three interatomic distances,r 1 ,
r 2 , andr 3 so thatu, can be extracted from the equation,

r 35Ar 1
21r 2

212r 1r 2ucosuu. ~A3!

The interatomic distances are expressed in terms of the
tesian coordinates,

r 1
25~x12x2!21~y12y2!2,

r 2
25~x22x3!21~y22y3!2, ~A4!

r 3
25~x12x3!21~y12y3!2.

Now, if we take partial derivatives of Eqs.~A4! with respect
to r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , we obtain a system of 18 expressions
the kind,]gn /]r j , j 51,2,3; n51,2...,6, wheregn were de-
fined above. After solving these equations, the partial der
tives with respect to the angleu can be determined for eac
gn as follows:

]gn

]u
5

]gn

]r 3

2r 1r 2 sinu

Ar 1
21r 2

212r 1r 2ucosuu
. ~A5!
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The approach described above has a serious drawb
the system of linear equations becomes degenerate atu50,
and numerical problems arise when one tries to solve
system for smallu. Hence, we also explicitly derived th
cartesian coordinates as functions of internal coordinates
suming the translational and rotational invariance. To do
we initially put the second atom in the center of coordina
and the first atom along thex axis. The coordinate system
then shifted byDx andDy, and rotated by angleQ. Based
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on the translational and rotational invariance, the express
for the Cartesian coordinates can be found from the solu
of Eqs.~A2! with respect toDx,Dy, Q,

Dx52
m1r 11m3r 2 cosu

m11m21m3
, ~A6!

Dy52
m3r 2 sinu

m11m21m3
, ~A7!
tg 2Q5
2m3r 2 sinu@~m11m2!r 2 cosu2m1r 1#

m1~m21m3!r 1
222m1m3r 1r 2 cosu1m3~m11m2!r 2

2~2 cos2 u21!
. ~A8!
e

-
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’s

,

f

The partial derivatives with respect to internal coordinat
]gn /]r 1 , ]gn /]r 2 , and ]gn /]u, can be easily calculate
numerically.

Next we consider a plane formed by fixing the value
r 1 ~the CC distance!. The two polar coordinates on this plan
are r 2 andu. In what follows we consider circular contour
that are centered at a certain origin point (r 25r 2o , u5uo)
of this plane. Each point on such a contour can be prese
either in terms ofr 2 and u or in terms of another pair o
coordinates, namely,q andw defined with respect to the po
sition of the origin. To carry out our analysis we shall ne
the values of the nonadiabatic coupling matrix with resp
to the anglew, namely,̂ w i u]w j /]w&(5tw) as calculated for
fixed values ofq. In order to compute these nonadiaba
coupling matrix elements one has to apply chain rules w
respect to the calculatedtu andt r2 . Thus,

tw5
]u

]w
tu1

]r 2

]w
t r2 . ~A9!

The expressions for]u/]w and]r 2 /]w can be derived base
on the geometric situation. Since

r 2
25r 2o

2 1q222r 2oq cos~w1uo! ~A10!

and

sin~u2uo!5
q sin~w1uo!

Ar 2o
2 1q222r 2oq cos~w1uo!

, ~A11!

wherer 2o , uo , andq ~which in this derivation are assume
to be constants! were introduced earlier, we get for the d
rivatives the following expressions:

]u

]w
5

q~~r 2o
2 1q2!cos~w1uo!2r 2oq~11cos2~w1uo!!!

~r 2o
2 1q222r 2oq cos~w1uo!!3/2cos~u2uo!

~A12!

and

]r 2

]w
5

r 2oq

Ar 2o
2 1q222r 2oq cos~w1uo!

sin~w1uo!. ~A13!

Substituting Eqs.~A12! and ~A13! in Eq. ~A9! yields the
desired expression fortw .
,

f

ed

t

h

On the other hand,tw can be computed directly from th
nonadiabatic coupling termŝw i u]w j /]gn&. If the atom H
lies on the circular contour with the origin at (xo ,yo), its
coordinates are expressed as

x35xo1q cos~w1wo!, ~A14!

y35yo1q sin~w1wo!, ~A15!

wherewo is the angle between the CC andx axis. Equations
~A14! and ~A15! can be substituted in Eqs.~A2!. Next, in
addition to Eq.~A4! for r 1 we write equations for the dis
tances between carbon atoms and the origin,

r 1o
2 5~x12xo!1~y12yo!2, ~A16!

r 2o
2 5~x22xo!21~y22yo!2.

It should be mentioned that the distance between two car
atoms is fixed and the origin position with respect of two C
also does not change, sor 1 , r 1o andr 2o are constants. Now
if we take derivatives of substituted Eqs.~A2!, Eq. ~A4! for
r 1 , and Eqs.~A16! with respect tow, we obtain a system o
six linear equations with six variables,]gn /]w. After solv-
ing these equations, the derivatives]x3 /]w and]y3 /]w can
be easily determined based on Eqs.~A14! and ~A15!,

]x3

]w
5

]xo

]w
2q sin~w1wo!, ~A17!

]y3

]w
5

]yo

]w
1q cos~w1wo!. ~A18!

Finally, tw is calculated as

~tw! i j 5 (
n51

6
]gn

]w K z iU ]z j

]gn
L . ~A19!
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